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Abstract–Performing kinetic analysis of [11C]raclopride PET
data typically involves user intervention to identify key volumes
of interest, such as the cerebellum for the reference region and
the caudate and putamen for regions where the binding potential
(BP) needs to be estimated. In many PET centres, this process is
neither automated nor standardized, possibly producing
discrepancies between centres. Conventionally, MR anatomical
images are used to identify the key volumes of interest, but this is
difficult to automate robustly, and user intervention can
sometimes be required. This work considers instead the use of an
anatomically labeled [11C]raclopride template, formed from
multiple subjects, which has the key advantages of low noise,
good resolution and having a highly similar spatiotemporal
intensity distribution to any given single subject raclopride scan.
This makes the template an excellent target for automated image
registration and segmentation. We present a methodology which
works on post-reconstruction images, demonstrating an
automated and consistent way of identifying key regions of
interest (ROIs) and determining binding potential without any
MR image or user intervention. The performance of the
methodology is evaluated using simulated and real
[11C]raclopride data. The simplified reference tissue model with
the basis function method (SRTM-BFM) was used for the kinetic
modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONVENTIONAL identification of ROIs in brain PET
images is accomplished manually or by registration to MR
images. Manual techniques are prone to subjective bias on the
part of the user, introducing inter- and intra-user
discrepancies, and are both time-consuming and challenging
because of the inherent noise in PET images. In addition,
registration of PET images to MR images is not optimal
because the two modalities may have different resolution,
different relationships between relative intensity and anatomy,
and may suffer from different image artifacts. Moreover,
exploiting anatomical information is not necessarily pertinent,
because the distribution of receptor density can be
heterogeneous within brain structures.
This work considers the use of an average-shape and
average-intensity anatomically labeled radioligand-specific
template for automatic segmentation of key ROIs used in PET
kinetic analysis. In contrast to MR anatomical images, a
radioligand-specific PET template is very similar in its
spatiotemporal intensity, and registration of single subject data
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to the template is straightforward. We evaluate the
methodology for the case of real and simulated [11C]raclopride
data for the high resolution research tomograph (HRRT) [1].
II. OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY
The general strategy developed in this paper draws on
previous work using MR templates to segment brain volumes
[2]. Given an anatomically labeled brain volume (template)
and a subject brain volume, the propagation of anatomically
labeled voxels from the template to the brain volume can be
thought of as a registration problem. In order to segment the
brain volume, the non-linear transformation that best maps the
spatial intensity distribution from the subject brain volume to
the template must be computed. Applying the inverse
transform to the anatomically labeled voxel dataset propagates
the labels to the subject brain volume and completes the
segmentation.
In this work, a high quality anatomically labeled
radioligand-specific PET template is targeted in the intensitybased registration for segmentation. The template has two key
characteristics that make it a well suited registration target:
average-shape and average-intensity. In addition, the high
signal-to-noise ratio makes it an optimal image choice for
manually labeling anatomical ROIs for segmentation.
Subsequently, regional BP estimation on the segmented
subject brain volume is done. The time-activity curves (TACs)
of each voxel in the identified regions are averaged to obtain
regional TACs which are fitted with a kinetic model.
III. METHODS
Segmentation of a brain volume using this methodology
depends on a two-part design for the template [2]. The
template contains not only a high quality average shape and
intensity volume, but also a set of labels defined on the
average brain volume. To segment a given time-summed
subject, it is registered to the average time-summed brain
volume to obtain a forward transformation. The forward
transformation is then inverted and applied to the labels
defined on the average brain, propagating the labels to the
subject brain. Note that any labeled set of voxels can be
defined on the average brain volume to be used for
segmentation, and that the transformation itself is only
dependent on the average brain volume and not the overlaid
set of labels.

A. Image Registration
Registration of the time-summed average brain volume and
the time-summed subject brain volume was accomplished in
two steps. The first step accounts for the linear component of
the transformation using a 12-parameter (3 scales, 3 shears, 3
translations and 3 rotations) affine transformation. The second
step accounts for morphological differences in the anatomy
between the subject brain volume and the average brain
volume. A non-linear diffeomorphic log-demons registration
was used for this purpose. The diffeomorphic log-demons
algorithm (DLD) was proposed by Vercauteren et al. [3], and
uses the Lie group structure that defines an exponential
mapping from the vector space of smooth stationary velocity
fields to diffeomorphisms. The objective function to minimize
is:
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where F the fixed image, M the moving image, c the current
non-regularized transformation and s is the regularized
transformation, which can be understood as the exponential of
a stationary velocity field v. The first term is the dissimilarity
between the transformed moving image and the fixed image.
The second term is the distance between the regularized and
non-regularized transformation, and the last term is the
regularization term. We classically have
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,
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,
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The optimization of the energy is implemented with two
consecutive smoothing steps which use two parameters, both
being widths of Gaussian kernels:
controls smoothing
of the update field and has a fluid behavior, and
controls
smoothing of the displacement field and has an elastic
behavior.

For our experiments, we chose
0.5,
1.5 and
1 empirically. The choice of the registration
parameters is a difficult and task-dependent problem. See [3]
for more details.
B. Atlas Construction
Average shape and intensity brain volumes were constructed
using the methodology described by Lombaert et al [4]. For a
set of N+1 subject brain volumes in the affine space of the
reference volume, the procedure for building the average
morphological brain volume , using the DLD algorithm, is
summarized in (1) below:
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where is the stationary velocity field of the warping from
to the current reference volume. Explicitly, for a set of N
subject brain volumes in the affine space of the reference brain
volume, a non-linear transformation between each subject
brain volume and the reference brain volume is performed.
The non-linearly registered subject volumes are then intensityaveraged, and the transformation updating the reference image
is computed (in the log-domain using the negated stationary
velocity fields) and applied. The initial reference is an
arbitrary subject brain volume in the set, and is independent of
the choice of the reference volume. This process can be
repeated using the resulting average-shape and averageintensity volume as the reference for the next iteration, the
effect of which is to reduce the average distance from each
subject volume in the set to the average volume.

Fig. 1: Average brain volume construction from real HRRT [11C]raclopride subjects. IV.
Each Esubject
brain volume
isESULTS
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an arbitrary reference image (blue arrow). The linearly registered volumes are again each registered with the DLD algorithm to the
reference volume (green arrow) and then intensity averaged (red arrow). Finally, the transformation updating the reference image is
computed and applied as in (2) (yellow arrow).

The method is evaluated using a realistic [11C]raclopride
phantom and real [11C]raclopride HRRT PET scans of 16
healthy volunteers.
A. [11C]Raclopride Phantom Study
1) Generating Simulated Data: simulated evaluation of the
methodology employed a modified numerical phantom from
Rahmim et al [5]. It is a 256×256×207 3D image containing
seven defined ROIs: grey matter, white matter, the cerebellum,
the left and right caudate and the left and right putamen. 16
different dynamic phantoms were generated, each with 26
time frames (frame length: 6×30s, 7×60s, 5×120s and
8×300s). A realistic and unique set of TACs was incorporated
into each of 16 dynamic phantoms by assigning each region of
each frame a count value based on TACs derived from
[11C]raclopride scans of healthy subjects at the Brain Imaging
Center (BIC) of the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI). To
simulate the real variation in brain anatomy between subjects,
each of the 16 brain phantoms was non-linearly registered to
different static reconstructions of real 60 minute
[11C]raclopride scans using the DLD algorithm. The simulated
data were reconstructed using the standard procedure of 10
iterations of the Ordinary Poisson Ordered Subset Expectation
Maximization algorithm (OP-OSEM) with 16 subsets [6]-[8].
Resolution modeling was included in the reconstruction [9][10]. However, the noise level in the simulations is still lower
than that encountered in reality due to the effects of scatter,
randoms and detector dead time. See Fig. 2.
The non-linearly registered dynamic phantoms were forward
projected into 2209 sinograms (each of 256×288 bins), and
noise was introduced in each realization by drawing counts
from the Poisson distribution with the mean as the count value
in the sinogram bin. The sum of sinogram counts was chosen
to be the same as a typical one hour 370 MBq [11C]raclopride
scan on the HRRT. Attenuation effects were simulated. One
noisy reconstruction was generated for each of 15
anatomically unique numerical phantoms using 10 iterations
of OP-OSEM with 16 subsets. An average shape and intensity
volume was constructed from the 15 noisy reconstructed
phantom brain volumes, and 5 ROIs were manually labeled
(the cerebellum, left and right putamen and left and right
caudate) as shown in Fig. 3.

2) Simulated Evaluation: The methodology was assessed on
the ability to recover the true BP of a simulated test subject.
Thirty noisy realizations of a single anatomically unique
dynamic phantom were generated. For each of 30 noisy
realizations of the same test subject, the anatomical labels
defined on the simulated average image volume were mapped
through a transformation to segment the 5 regions on the noisy
test subject volume (Fig. 3). The segmented regions were used
to compute average regional TACs which were fitted using
SRTM-BFM (100 basis functions,
ranging from 0.001
to 0.01
). We compared the BP obtained by fitting the
average regional TACs, obtained from the segmented regions,
to the BP obtained by fitting the average regional TACs,
obtained from the true regions. Therefore we are comparing
the BP using our methodology to the BP that would be
obtained if we had perfect knowledge of the true ROIs. See
Fig. 4. We investigated the accuracy of the template based
segmentation by comparing the segmented regional volumes
to the true regional volumes defined on the test subject. We
used three measures for the comparison: the Dice similarity
coefficient (DSC), the percent difference between regional
TACs and the percent difference between regional BPs:

DSC = 2 ×
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denotes the intersection operation,
is the
where
is the true region as
volume of a segmented region, and
defined on the test volume. In equation (4), the TAC for a
particular segmented region was obtained by averaging the
TACs of each voxel in that region; in equation (5) the BP was
obtained by fitting the regional TAC. The simulated results are
summarized in Table I. It is evident that including the nonlinear registration significantly improves segmentation results.

Fig. 2: Generation of a simulated subject. Left to right: numerical phantom, real HRRT registration target, warped dynamic phantom, reconstructed
phantom.

Fig. 3. Left: average brain volume built from 15 anatomically unique noisy reconstructions of the dynamic phantom with manually defined
labels superimposed on average brain volume. Right: noisy realization of simulated test subject, showing template-based segmentation of
putamen, caudate and cerebellum.
TABLE I: SIMULATED VALIDATION OF PET TEMPLATE BASED SEGMENTATION

DSC
Left Putamen
Right Putamen
Left Caudate
Right Caudate
Cerebellum
Left Putamen
Right Putamen
Left Caudate
Right Caudate
Cerebellum

0.89 ± (0.02×10
0.86 ± (0.05×10
0.89 ± (0.02×10
0.89 ± (0.03×10

)
)
)
)
0.95 ± (0.07×10 )

α (%)
Affine Registration Followed By DLD Registration
0.27 ± 0.66
-2.38 ± 0.60
1.17 ± 0.62
-1.11 ± 0.71

0.40 ± 0.30
-1.03 ± 0.41
1.74 ± 0.32
-1.72 ± 0.45

---

0.41 ± 0.08

κ

(%)

Affine Registration Only
-8.29 ± 2.34
-2.73 ± 2.68
-15.61 ± 3.56
-4.74 ± 3.47
---

-4.01 ± 0.86
)
0.65 ± 0.91
)
-10.14 ± 1.62
)
-3.14 ± 1.46
)
0.61 ± 0.97
)
All values shown as mean plus or minus one standard deviation.

0.71 ± (0.01×10
0.77 ± (0.01×10
0.74 ± (0.02×10
0.80 ± (0.02×10
0.94 ± (0.07×10

Fig. 4: Distribution of regional BP values across 30 noisy realizations of a simulated test subject, using segmented and true regions for
kinetic analysis. Left: distribution of regional BP for the left putamen. Right: distribution of regional BP for left caudate. Registration to
obtain the segmented regions was done with affine followed by DLD. Registration to obtain the segmented regions was done with affine
followed by DLD. The red line represents the median value of each distribution. The edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and
the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points.

B. Real HRRT [11C]Raclopride Study
Sixteen real [11C]raclopride scans of healthy subjects,
acquired at the BIC of the MNI were used to generate an
average shape and average intensity template (Fig. 5). The
scans were 60 minutes long, the size of the 4D images are
256×256×207×26 voxels, and each voxel is 1.22×1.22×1.22
mm3 in size. The scans were reconstructed using 10 iterations
of OP-OSEM with 16 subsets. Five ROIs were manually
identified on the average image (cerebellum, left putamen and
caudate, right putamen and caudate).
The PET template based segmentation method was
compared to a standard MR registration based segmentation
method (CIVET [12]-[17]). Using CIVET, the volumes
corresponding to five regions of interest (cerebellum, left and
right caudate, left and right putamen) for each of 15
[11C]raclopride scans with accompanying MR anatomical
images were automatically identified. The segmented ROIs
were compared in terms of the Dice similarity coefficient:

DSC

DIFF

= 2×

V MR ∩ V PET
V MR + V PET

(6)

where
is the volume of the structure as identified using
CIVET and
is the volume of the structure as identified
using our method. See Fig. 6 and 7.
Another meaningful comparison between the two methods
is that of the extracted regional TACs and regional BP
estimation. We estimated regional BP using the segmented
volumes obtained with CIVET by averaging each voxel in the
region and fitting the average TAC using the SRTM-BFM
(100 basis functions,
ranging from 0.001
to 0.01
)
and compared the results to the regional BP values calculated
from our method.

The percentage difference between the BP estimations for a
particular region in a given scan is defined as:

α DIFF =

BPPET − BPMR
× 100%
BPMR

(7)

where
is the regional BP for a particular region using
is the regional BP of
the CIVET derived volumes, and
for the same region using volumes derived from the template.
The percentage difference between the TACs extracted for a
particular region in a given scan is defined as:

κ DIFF =

1 T ⎛ TAC PET (t ) − TAC MR (t ) ⎞
⎟⎟ × 100% (8)
∑⎜
T t =1 ⎜⎝
TAC MR (t )
⎠

where t is a specific frame and T is the total number of frames.
Table II summarizes the results. The PET template based
segmentation produces regional volumes which significantly
overlap the MR co-registration based segmentation volumes.
Most significantly, both methods yield regional TAC and BP
estimates which are largely in agreement.
The inclusion of the diffeomorphic log-demons registration
following the linear registration shows a significant
performance improvement in segmenting ROIs relative to the
MR co-registration based method. However, there is
essentially no advantage in using the non-linear registration if
the task is to extract the cerebellum TAC. Since the
cerebellum is a large structure, a coarse linear registration
suffices for reliably extracting the cerebellum TAC. Fig. 8.
shows the regional BP estimates of the left caudate using
segmented regions from our PET template method compared
to the MR co-registration method.

Fig. 5. Real [11C]raclopride template made from 15 HRRT scans of healthy subjects. Left to right: (i) axial slice of average brain volume, (ii) axial slice
labels, (iii) coronal slice of average brain volume, (iv) coronal slice labels.

Fig. 6. Segmentation of putamen and caudate in four [11C]raclopride healthy HRRT subject brain volumes. In each set of three images, the left is
the original subject, the center is the PET template based segmentation results, and the right is the MR co-registration based segmentation results.

Fig. 7. Segmentation of cerebellum of a HRRT [11C]raclopride scan for a healthy subject. Left to right: healthy subject, MR co-registration based
segmentation, PET template based segmentation.
TABLE II: COMPARISON BETWEEN PET TEMPLATE SEGMENTATION AND THE MR CO-REGISTRATION SEGMENTATION

α DIFF

DSC

κ DIFF

(%)

Affine Registration Followed By DLD Registration
Left Putamen

0.75 ± 0.05

7.5 ± 10.7

8.2 ± 4.3

Right Putamen
Left Caudate
Right Caudate

0.71 ± 0.06
0.75 ± 0.04
0.76 ± 0.04

17.1 ± 13.7
15.1 ± 11.5
11.3 ± 14.8

12.9 ± 5.1
14.5 ± 5.6
11.6 ± 6.6

Cerebellum

0.82 ± 0.11

---

1.9 ± 4.4
Affine Registration Only

Left Putamen

0.51 ± 0.17

-17.2 ± 25.4

-8.3 ± 15.7

Right Putamen

0.54 ± 0.13

-4.1 ± 20.7

-2.0 ± 13.4

Left Caudate

0.51 ± 0.19

-15.9 ± 26.1

-6.1 ± 14.7

Right Caudate

0.48 ± 0.18

-24.1 ± 33.0

-13.3 ± 22.1

Cerebellum

0.72 ± 0.15

---

0.5 ± 8.2

All values shown as mean plus or minus one standard deviation.

(%)

Fig 8. Comparison of regional BP of left caudate for real HRRT [11C]raclopride scans using different segmented regions. Blue bars show
regional BP using PET template segmented regions incorporating DLD registration. Green bars show regional BP using MR co-registration
segmented regions. Red bars show results using PET template method with affine registration only.

V. DISCUSSION
Conventional segmentation of PET images is generally
performed manually by an expert on the PET image itself, or
on a co-registered anatomical image. It is widely recognized
that such techniques are not optimal due primarily to the time
consuming nature of the process, and to the operator
dependence of the ROI drawing.
Other segmentation techniques have been proposed,
commonly using cluster analysis techniques [18], which
classify TACs according to their shape and magnitude.
However, such methods are difficult to fine-tune, and can still
involve user intervention, for instance in providing locations
of initial centroids needed for the algorithms.
In contrast, PET template based segmentation has been
relatively unexplored. We have proposed a segmentation
scheme working on static (time-summed) PET images using a
high quality anatomically labeled radio-ligand specific
template. The proposed scheme is completely userindependent once a manual labeling of the template is
performed, enabling completely automated segmentation and
regional kinetic analysis. The advantages of our proposed
methodology is that it is easy to implement, and can be in
general applied to images from any radio-ligand.
The methodology showed promising results using simulated
data and in comparison to a traditional MR co-registration
based segmentation method (CIVET). The simulated study
showed that a manually labeled average image can be feasibly
used to segment PET subject brain volumes and to estimate
regional BP. The real data study shows that the PET template
based segmentation and BP estimation compares favourably to
the established standard of MR co-registration based
segmentation of [11C]raclopride subject brain volumes. We
expect that both segmentation methods can be feasibly used to
reliably identify regions of interest in subject brain volumes,
and to detect relative changes in binding potential for scans of
the same subject under different conditions. Using a set of
[11C]raclopride subject scans obtained under different
experimental conditions, we will compare the performance of
both segmentation methods on this basis in future work.

Bieth et. al [19] have developed a 4D diffeomorphic logdemons algorithm specifically for PET images, which could
improve the segmentation outcome still further. However, the
4D algorithm uses a TAC-based similarity measure at the
voxel level, which gives unstable registrations between noisy
subject brain volumes. A pre-processing step consisting of a
registration to the static template followed by a parametric
fitting to denoise the voxel TACs could solve this problem,
but computational time would significantly increase. This
possibility will be further explored. In general, the 3D
diffeomorphic log-demons registration algorithm can be
optimized for PET to PET subject brain volume registration.
In addition, a feature-based linear transformation prior to a
non-linear transformation may improve results, since the
registration outcome is highly dependent on the initialization.
In addition, in order to progress towards exploitation of
fully 4D (direct) kinetic parameter estimation algorithms there
is a need to perform kinetic modeling at every iterative update
of the image, which ideally should not involve any user
intervention.
In conclusion, our preliminary data from the simulated PET
study, and comparison with conventional anatomical based
segmentation, indicate that accurate tissue segmentation can
be robustly achieved using our PET template method, and may
replace the need for such manual or anatomically based
techniques.
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